I

t is hard to believe that Fall is here.
It seems that time keeps going by
faster and faster. 2020 is just around
the corner and I’m sure there will be
new news for us to consider on the
employment front. To date, we do
know there will be an increase in the
minimum wage in California.

MINIMUM WAGE INCREASE

T

he minimum wage for non-exempt
(hourly) employees for employers
with 25 or less employees will increase
to $12 per hour. Employers with more
than 25 employees will see an increase
to $13 per hour.
With this minimum wage increase
comes an increase in the annual minimum salary requirement for exempt
(salaried employees). The minimum
wage for exempt/salaried employers
for employers with 25 or less employees will increase to $49,920. Employers with more than 25 employees will
have an increase to $54,080.

It is permissible under
the law to reclassify exempt/salaried employees
to
non-exempt/hourly
employees. All employees can be non-exempt.
The only issue is with exempt positions. Exempt
positions must meet the
minimum salary requirements (stated above) and also meet
the “duties” requirements under the
Fair Labor Standards Act and CA Wage
and Hour regulations. But remember,
non-exempt employees are entitled to

break and meal periods, must maintain
time records, and be paid for overtime
in excess of eight hours in a day and/
or 40 hours in a week (whichever is
higher).

HARASSMENT Prevention Training

O

n August 31, California’s
Governor signed Senate
Bill 778. This bill extends the
training requirement deadline from January 1, 2020 to
January 1, 2021, and thereafter once every 2 years. The
bill would require new nonsupervisory employees to be
provided the training within

6 months of hire and new
supervisory employees to be
provided the training within
6 months of the assumption
of a supervisory position. The
bill also specifies than an employer who provided training
in 2019 is not required to provide it again until two years
after training.

Health Insurance News

T

he Trump administration has
opened the door to altering
how healthcare benefits are provided to millions of American employees. A new rule, set to go into effect
next year, will allow employers to
provide workers with funds to shop
for coverage on their own, an option that could dramatically upend
employer-sponsored coverage.
Instead of working with an insurer and allowing employees to pick
from a few insurance options, em-

ployers will be able to funnel money into a standalone
tax-exempt HRA (health reimbursement account) and
employees could use those
funds to shop for coverage
on their own, either on the
Affordable Care Act marketplaces or off.
White House officials said the
change provides more flexibility to
employers and gives workers greater choice when choosing coverage.

The White House expects 800,000
employers to choose this defined
benefit contribution option, which
is expected to affect 11 million employees and their families.

RETIREMENT SAVINGS NEWS

C

alifornia is helping to provide
a path for employees to financial security in retirement by
providing a simple, portable, lowcost way to invest in their futures.
The CalSavers Retirement Savings Program was first launched
in November 2018 with a pilot
program and to all eligible employers beginning July 1, 2019.
(for details check out www.calsavers.com).
CalSavers provides employees
access to a retirement savings
program without the administrative complexity, fees, or fiduciary
liability of existing options for
employers. Any employer with at
least five employees that doesn’t
already offer a workplace retire-

ment savings vehicle
will be required to
either begin offering
one via the private
market or provide
their employees access to CalSavers.
CalSavers will be operated solely through
administrative fees,
so there’s no cost to taxpayers.
Eligible employers can register
for CalSavers at any time and will
be required to comply by the following deadlines:
Over 100 employees have until
June 30, 2020, over 50 employees to June 30, 2021, and those
with five or more employee have
until June 30, 2022 to comply.

The CalSavers program ensures
nearly all Californians have access
to a workplace retirement savings
program. CalSavers offers employees a completely voluntary,
low cost, portable retirement
savings vehicle with professionally managed investments and
oversight from a public, transparent board of directors, chaired by
the State Treasurer.

CALIFORNIA OUTLAWS
HAIR DISCRIMIANTION IN THE WORKPLACE

C

alifornia Governor Gavin Newsom
signed into law in July a ban on
policies that discriminate against those
with natural hair, defining discrimination against hairstyles which are “historically associated with race” as a type
of racial discrimination.
The law, called the CROWN Act, follows in the footsteps of New York City,

which introduced guidance against
workplace discrimination based on employees’ hairstyles in February. Afros are
considered an “immutable racial characteristic” by the federal courts and are
therefore already protected under Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act. The CROWN
Act expands anti-discrimination law to
include protections for all natural hair-

styles, such as twists and braids.
The law identifies workplace bans on
natural hair as enforcing a Eurocentric
image of professionalism through purportedly race-neutral grooming policies
that disparately impact Black individuals,” arguing that such policies prevent
equal opportunity. The CROWN Act
will come into effect on Jan. 1, 2020.

THE FIVE BEST APPROACHES FOR CHECKING REFERENCES

I

n this day and age, it has become
more important than ever (and more
difficult) to get good background information on the people you are considering hiring. Here are some useful tips to
help you when contacting applicant’s
references:
• KEEP IT LIGHT. As with any discussion, it’s important to warm up the
reference before asking him or her to
divulge any information. You can start
the conversation by talking about your
company and the position you’re filling. Mentioning that the candidate
spoke favorably about the reference
could also get the ball rolling. Another
tip: Avoid using the word “reference,”
which raises immediate red flags. Perhaps “learn more about”.
• TRY A MANAGER-TO-MANAGER
TALK. HR often does all the referencechecking to avoid potential legal issues.
But some companies say they get better results if the hiring manager calls
the candidate’s former supervisor directly. Managers have a better idea of
what questions to ask for each position,

and the reference may be more open
when talking to a fellow supervisor,
rather than someone from HR.
• HAVE CANDIDATES SIGN A WAIVER. The main reason companies withhold information about former employees: They’re afraid of being sued
for giving negative comments. One
tool that can help: a waiver signed by
candidates giving you permission to
ask about their history. Be prepared to
email a copy to the other employer.
• TELL THE REFERENCE WHAT THE
CANDIDATE
SAID. Open-ended
questions about a candidate’s performance often aren’t received well. Instead, have references verify or deny
what candidates already told you.
During the interview, ask what candidates think their references will say.
Then repeat that back to the reference
and ask if it rings true.
• READ BETWEEN THE LINES. Many
managers are reluctant to say anything
negative about a former employee –
but neutral statements might indicate

there’s a problem. That’s why it’s important to listen for lukewarm responses and ask probing follow-up questions
to find out why the reference isn’t saying something positive.
OR ASK FOR APPLICANT’S HELP.
Tell applicants that some of the references are reluctant to talk. Ask if the applicant if they would contact the “reference’ and give them permission to
speak freely when you call. Sometimes
that’s enough to get a real conversation going.
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